City of Greenville, Ohio

DONALD DRIVE WATERLINE PROJECT
ADDENDUM #3 – OCTOBER 23, 2017
BIDS OPEN OCTOBER 26, 2017 AT 10:00 A.M.

1. Revisions to Answers to Contractor Questions from Addendum 2:
2. Questions: Does any of the material have to be American made?
Answer: Yes, materials need to be American Made unless otherwise specified in
the plans. A note has been added to Sheet 6 of the plans which states this. A
revised Sheet 6 is attached.
4. Question: The note on page 4 and detail on page 5 talks about the fire hyd.
Assy. Of which it states the anchor tee and check valve to be paid for by
separate bid items, but the bid tab does not show enough 6” check valves and no
anchor tees for the 3 ea. Assy. On the job. Please Verify
Answer: The quantity for “Item 638, 6” Gate Valves” has been changed from (3)
Each to (4) Each. This quantity has been changed in the Estimated Quantities in
the plans and in the bid form. The quantity for “Item 638, 8”x6” Swivel Tee” is to
remain (3) Each. A revised Sheet 4 and revised Bid Form are attached, reflecting
this change.
7. Question: How are we to test services for lead per the note on page 6. We
checked with our local water Dept. and was advised that this is not possible to
test by water samples.
Answer: The pipe material is what needs to be tested. This can be accomplished
through a lead test swab that can be purchased from places like Lowe’s and
ACE. We anticipate that all existing service lines on this job are copper, but if
there are any services that are not copper, they need to be tested.

2. Revisions to plan sheets 4 and 6 have been made and are included in this
Addendum #3.
3. Revised Proposal Packet is attached.
END OF ADDENDUM #3

